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Abstract: Model based testing techniques are widely used to generate tests from models and their specifications. Regression Testing is critical in evolving software systems. It implies that Software undergoes continuous integration and subsequent testing of modules and components to develop a final release of the software. Recent research on test automation have revealed challenges in testing such as enormous test cases generated that are either redundant or irrelevant tests. This prevents the critical parts of code from testing and leave faults uncovered. Manual testing also slows the process and makes exhaustive testing for quality difficult. This paper proposes an approach to generate regression tests from model synthesized from UML interaction diagrams and also prioritize tests. The algorithm generate test suites from the proposed intermediate model. The reliability analysis is performed on blocks and the results govern the prioritization of tests.

1 INTRODUCTION

Model-based testing (Aichernig et al., 2018) has proved to be an advantageous approach to design tests for evolving and complex software systems. Modern software systems are developed for adaptable services by integration of large number of components. Such software systems actually require systematic, scalable and automated testing support. Another characteristic of such systems is that they need frequent updates to maintain their evolution. In such cases, regression testing becomes a crucial part of the development and maintenance phases. Regression testing verifies the code modified during the update or an upgrade. Regression testing ensures that the update in the system does not alter or deviate the inherent behavior of the system. The test automation also poses serious problems with enormous amounts of test cases generated that are redundant. Software are composed of interacting components which are amenable to testing. Such black box components are interface dependent and their evaluation in combination with other components is difficult. Implementing under the Agile teams, the fast delivery imposes time constraints and the exhaustive testing is not possible. Studies for obtaining maximum coverage and fulfillment of tests under such constraints are gaining attention in many researches.

Software undergoes modifications with changing user requirements or improvements in the functionalities, handling errors and correcting defects (Dick et al., 2017). This is where regression testing plays an important role for maintaining the quality of the software in the event of changed specifications. The regression testing also concerns for quality in terms of security, reliability, dynamic accessibility and inter-component dependencies (Yoo and Harman, 2012). It ensures changes may not affect the system for these quality issues along with the consistent functional specifications. Automated testing has eased the task of testing but with a price of enormous tests generated as result (Gupta et al., 2018). Prioritizing tests, maximizing coverage with minimum test cases is the aim of regression testing today. This reduces the overall cost and time for testing also. When testing goes along with development, the test case prioritization takes place simultaneous to development of the module and benefits the managers and the testers.

The process of regression testing is an unavoidable activity along with integration during development of system functionalities (Luo, 2001). The test case generation aligns with the development as the cost of test generation at later stage incurs additional cost and efforts. A complete test suite for code, spe-
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cific to the development environment is required before the testing. The effectiveness of tests generated lies in the strategies to minimize the test cases, selecting relevant tests and prioritize tests (Kandil et al., 2017). There are challenges in the regression testing around recursively growing lengthy tests. Manual intervention to stop such tests leads to undefined sections in system with un-approached tests. Tests aborted may leave the failures concealed. Tests are drawn at unit, integration or system levels depending on the scope and extent of testing. Unit testing is mature with tools available for the purpose, specific to the language and application. The difficult part is the system testing which depends on the artefacts, specifications, and other information related to the software system.

UML provides the necessary information about the system, its structure, its interactions and specifications to aid the development and testing (Arora and Bhattacharya, 2018; Mingsong et al., 2006; Sarma and Mall, 2007b). The methodology proposed in the paper is a strong justification to adopt model based testing as a scope to handle the challenges of testing. With Agile and other development strategies, where design are less relevant, a model is proposed to use model information and facilitate regression testing (Teixeira and e Silva, 2018; Wu et al., 2018). The sequence of interactions is important to understand the behaviour of the system. Testable model, called as Functional Flow Block Reliability Diagram (FFBRD) is hereby proposed to generate the tests from the model and its annotation to estimate the reliability quality attribute. The approach in this paper addresses the issues of test generation, estimation of quality and prioritization of tests.

The organization of this paper is as follows. The next section is an overview of related work in the area of model based testing, specifically in regression testing. Brief definition and structure of FFBRD is proposed in section 3. Section 3 also presents illustration of approach in system representation and test generation. Section 4 describes proposed algorithm for test generation and prioritization. Last section includes conclusion and scope of the work.

2 RELATED WORK

This section reviews the research developed around the scope of the proposed work. This paper focuses on two aspects - Functional Flow Block Diagrams and Reliability Assessment. FFBD (McInnes et al., 2011) are the formal graphical representations in systems engineering for behaviour of complex hierarchical systems. The software architecture with EFFBD are formally defined in SysML standards (Alanen and Porres, 2005). Blocks defined in SysML has a close resemblance to the components and their flows. The generic definitions and syntax of SysML enables the construction of metamodel for FFBD. The application of FFBD to visualize reliability in design extends the notation to a new vocabulary of FFBRD. This is a combination of flow (dynamics) of UML specifications and analysis of reliability in terms of RBDs. The UML based semantics for software reliability through design is validated with reliability assessment strategies (Gokhale and Trivedi, 2002). The target software model that was a functional specification extends to quality specific attributes. The software model generates test artifacts for regression testing. FFBDs in this semantic make it adaptable to tools and analysis applicable to UML designs. This prevents unambiguous interpretations and fits FFBDs for software design and test modeling.

Reliability assessment models have been proposed to analyze and quantify reliability which is an impor-
tant aspect of software quality (Lyu et al., 1996). An array of methods exists, applicable during different phases of software development life cycle (Goševa-Popstojanova and Trivedi, 2001). These black box techniques depend on failure data for analyses (Pham and Pham, 2017). The types of software developed nowadays need analysis based on modules, their interactions and dynamically making choice of substituting modules for quality improvement. The key identifiers in the process of reliability modeling are:

- Specifying the structure of the system composed of reusable modules/components along with their quality and performance attributes;
- Analyzing reliability with choice of the module to increase overall reliability;
- Analyzing interfaces and interactions across the modules;
- Prioritizing critical modules.

The most interesting part is to bring the FFBD and the reliability testing in the regression test suits. So far, UML models have been an important study for testing functionality (Yildirim et al., 2017) through behavioural diagrams like activity diagram, state charts and sequence diagrams (Teixeira and e Silva, 2018; Sarma and Mall, 2007a). Converting into graphs, scenarios or interpretations from models have aided test generation from models (Jena et al., 2014; Nelson, 2009). The effectiveness is to map it to test for quality attributes in the same manner as functionality is the application of the concept. The simulation of flows in the system makes it amenable to be analysed for its execution time behaviour. This facilitates understanding the performance of the system during the design stage. Such estimations also support optimization for quality-wise delivery of the functionality (Nelson, 1983; Zheng et al., 2017). For the scope of paper, reliability is considered for evaluation of quality. The tool support of ReliaSoftBlockSim enables the analysis of components of the system for reliability. The conversion of behavioural models into blocks and then modelling their transitions for serial or parallel communications derives the system reliability (Choureya and Sharma, 2015). The next section illustrates the concept of FFBRD and the contribution of the paper.

3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The basic structural component of the FFBRD is the Block. Blocks are modular units of system description. They are a collection of structural and behavioural features to define a system. A Block is defined with the context of its functionality and quality requirements. The Use cases provide the functional requirements whereas the provision of defining views and viewpoints in UML4SysML provides a generic method to define the quality perspective. Although the concept stems from SysML, the semantics of the diagram is inherited from the class structure and flows through activity diagram.

FFBRDs can be arranged in a hierarchy to define the levels of abstraction of system understanding as in figure 3. This is a feature diagram that has levels and each level initiates the next level of its definition in case of complex activities or dependent abstractions.

The FFBRD contains blocks (FBi) with communications amongst the blocks and properties (pi) of the block to describe the structure of the system. For a special case the reliability values of the block is annotated in the properties as Ri. The stereotype is Enhanced Functional Flow Block Diagram (EFFBD) with Base Class::UML4SysML::Activity and constraints are applicable in parameters, actions, activity and execution. The constructs of FFBRD is given in the notation of FFBD and is modelled as sequence of blocks, iterations, choice, alternatives and parallel blocks. The flow and order of execution of the blocks as in figure 2 characterizes the behaviour specification in the model.

An example shows a checkout scenario, its equivalent use case and FFBRD to visualize the reliability of the subsystem. The scenario consists of checkout after the purchase. The registered customer up-
The assessment of reliability is done by translating the FFBD to RBD (Rajput and Chourey, 2015). This provides the reliability contribution of the blocks in attaining desired system reliability. Next step is to annotate the blocks with constraints as the reliability. The added constraint benefit in deriving relevant and specific tests (Petke et al., 2015). There were 2 simulation scenarios created to evaluate reliability Ri and Reliability Importance RIi.

The RBD analysis performed with ReliaSoft BlockSim simulates the system for 500 hours operations. The target reliability in these scenarios is 0.95. The reliability values for 500 hours for each of the blocks obtained are as in figure 7.

The reliability importance computed in the simulation prioritizes the blocks (Mostafa et al., 2017). The payment, checkout and payment modes are identified as the critical blocks with higher Reliability Im-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block Feature</th>
<th>Metamodel Reference from SysML, UML4SysML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Definition</td>
<td>SysML::Blocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>UML4SysML::Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>UML4SysML::AcceptEventAction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>UML4SysML::SendSignalAction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Values</td>
<td>ControlNode and ObjectNode from UML4SysML::ActivityNode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow</td>
<td>UML4SysML::ControlFlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>SysML::Activities::Probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>UML4SysML::Reliability extends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConstraintBlock</td>
<td>SysML::ConstraintBlocks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Formalization of FFBRD in UML and SysML Semantics.
portance. These are relevant to the regression testing of system and prioritize the test cases corresponding to the identified blocks.

4 TEST COVERAGE AND TEST SUFFICIENCY

The test case generation may be categorized as a constraint satisfaction problem (Petke et al., 2015; Fraser and Arcuri, 2015). The solution to the problem is approached through control flow graphs. The model elements are converted into an intermediate model to form a directed graph. The graph is marked for entry points, exit points, edges and nodes. The simulated graphs are applied to backtracking algorithm with state space search for solution space. All path set is created and the attribute of the node with maximum reliability becomes the search node. The search node is backtracked and the path for the graph is set as the test case with maximum priority. Similarly, next and subsequent reliable nodes are identified for paths and test cases are organized accordingly. Branching and decision nodes makes subgraphs for the test cases. Thus, the Search Graph (SG) ordered in the reliability value to optimize the test cases is generated (Trivedi and Bobbio, 2017).

Another interesting advantage with the algorithm is that it the path-oriented algorithm chooses the best first search to make the most important test case. The look-ahead and look-back feature of the search algorithm makes the complete test case. The node that are traversed are marked as coloured if the tests have been generated for the graph through that node, with a graph colouring algorithm. Thus the redundancy of tests can be curbed through the algorithm. This prevents the state space explosion of redundant and irrelevant tests being generated through such graph traversal strategies.

4.1 Algorithm for Prioritizing Nodes in the FBGraph

Algorithm for generating Search Graphs (SG): In this step, all possible test sequences are derived from the flow in FFBRD. The sequence of blocks in all independent paths is a path in Search Graph. The guard conditions, OR states, AND states derives the paths in the graph. It may be noted that the graphs generated from the RBDs give maximum coverage as they are path based. The algorithm ensures covering all blocks and all paths from all type of user inputs and flow as responses to the inputs.

Begin
Input: p = path to be traversed
/end the paths of the graphs are traversed
Output: TCi , test case of all possible paths p,
search graphs SG,
State space (FBi, C, I, F)
Where FBi is the Function Block
C is the connections to other Blocks
I is the initial Block
F is the final Block or end state
call all-path-search(FBi) for all connections C
until look-back(I) and look-ahead(F) is reached
return SG with start node,
end node and weights as RI
// Read the properties of the Block and
find the maximum value of the reliability Ri

End

4.2 Algorithm 2: RTO (Regression Test Optimizer)

Algorithm for optimizing tests: Test optimization here means eliminating the redundant paths generated as test sequences i.e. SG. This also includes execution of graphs in a sequential manner to improve the performance of regression testing. The simulated execution of the transactions in the system generates reliability and reliability importance which prioritizes the test sequences accordingly.

Begin
Parameters:
Test Suite TS,
includes Test Cases TC
that correlates FB for each cases,
Weights in RI values
//RI is Reliability Importance for a block
for all TCi in TSi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
corresponds to each path p in all-path-search
Sort TCi by RII
RI: reliability of Block FBi
//reliability of ith block
RII: Reliability Importance of Block
//reliability importance of ith block
Create reliability-wise-graph path
// sorted on RI
//assigning priority on max(RII)
TS = Test Scenarios for each SG path
End

The algorithm analyses scenarios in the context of component and system reliability. The all path test scenario assures test completeness and test coverage for the regression testing.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The approach of FFBRD discussed in this paper is an advantageous approach to use models as tools for test generation. This is a preparedness for test during the design phase and keeps the parameters of quality in check. The algorithm saves time and complexity of test generation from other sources. If automation of the process is done, adaptability of the method in processes like Agile will reduce the drawbacks of testing. A rigorous study with the practices of industry and the use of FFBRD in the development process needs to be done. The efficiency of the method and model can thus be validated for quality-based development. Appropriate analysis of requirements can generate test possibility and prioritized requirements. Also, tool support of automating the process can be identified to produce relevant regression test cases. A thorough and systematic research in this direction will make the studies in reliability testing in Software Engineering efficient and productive.
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